The student Affairs committee of LIBA organized the Independence Day celebrations on August 15, 2015. The guest speaker, Dr. M. Victor Louis Anthuvan, Professor, LIBA, brought out the patriotic feeling, by recollecting the sacrifices made by of our selfless freedom fighters. Following his speech, the national flag was hoisted. The event was also graced by the Students Affairs Committee Faculty Coordinator, Dr. B. Aiswarya, Professor, LIBA. Adding to it, a few cultural events made the morning more vibrant. A quiz which tested the knowledge of our nation, a fabulous speech, a few melodious songs and a spectacular group dance performance to the tunes of the award winning “JAI HO” were the highlights. Refreshments were served after the programme. Independence Day is a proud moment for every Indian and the students of LIBA exactly built that nationalistic feeling. In a nutshell, the event was short, sweet, lively and served as a respect to our nation and a salute to our freedom fighters.
Snapshots of the programme: